







UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY - LEXINGTON
Presented
is the device of the Unicereiuje Centennial Year
arranged by P. l- Conkwright, Class of 1928
Adapted from the Brioschi sculpture on the campus~the
device suggests the initials of the University
The upward sweep and downward curve of its elements
indicate the University's Centennial
theme-the aspiration for achievement in the future
coupled with honor for the traditions of the past
The Centennial motto from Virgil
("This is the pathway to the stars")
bears out the theme
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Marshal of the Day
Colonel James P. Alcorn, United States Army
The National and University Colors
The President of the University
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The Vice Presidents
The Deans of the Colleges and Other Administrative Officials
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
#
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Members of All-University Units
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the
Candidates for Degrees from the College of Medicine
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT JOHN WIELAND OSWALD, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION-The Right Reverend William R. Moody
Bishop, Episcopal Diocese
Lexington, Kentucky
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
CANTATE DOMINO ..... Giuseppe Ottavio Pitoni
Faculty Vocal Quartet
REMARKS ...... President Oswald
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS President Oswald
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS. .. Dr. Arnold D. Albright
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES . President Oswald
BENEDICTION-The Reverend Franklin Owen
Minister, Calvary Baptist Church
Lexington, Kentucky









ALBERT DENNIS KIRWAN, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Tracy Douglas Alexander** ..Chemistry Georgetown
Dissertation: "A Study of the Applicability of the Syrkin Equation to the
Determination of the Dipole Moments of Dipolar Ions"
Alvin Sidney Baraff* * Psychology Washington, D. C.
Dissertation: "Investigation of Psychodynamics in Subgroups of Asthmatic
Children Through Use of a Size Judgment Task"
Leroy Houston Boyd* ..Animal Science State College, Miss.
Dissertation: "Correlation Between Sire and Progeny Performance, Breed
Comparisons and Heritability Estimates on, Growth of
Lambs Sired by $outhdown, Southdown-Hampshire Cross-
bred and Hampshire Rams"
Gene Austin Bramlett" Agricultural Economics Lexington
Dissertation: "An Economic Appraisal of the Effects of Price Risk on
Swine Producers Willingness to Contract"
Faye Carroll" .Diplomacy
Dissertation: "South West Africa in the United Nations"
Mary Lourine Ceve" ..Psychology Munfordville
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Collaboration and Competition in a
Two-Person Non-Zero-Sum Game"
Canmer
Larry Bernard Chesln" .. ...Psychology New York, N. Y.
Dissertation: "Associative Factors in Response Transfer and Retroaction"
Athol L. Cline ........ Biochemistry Hermiston, Ore.
Dissertation: "Isolation and Comparison of Two Galactose Dehydro-
qenases from a Pseudomonad"
Ann Davis" .... History
Dissertation: "Alben W. Barkley: Senate Majority Leader and Vice Presi-
dent"
.... LouisvillePolly
Gordon Frederick De Jong* .. Sociology .. . State College, Pa.
Dissertation: "Human Fertility in the Southern Appalachian Region: Some
Demographic and Sociological Aspects"
Raymond Jewel Distler Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "The Domain of unfvatence of Certain Classes of Meromor-
phic Functions"
Ronald James Ericsson Animal Science Madison, Wis.
Dissertation: "Progesterone and Related Compounds as Inhibitors of
Spermatogenesis and Accessory Gland Function in the Rab-
bit and Ram"
Elsemie Esser" Diplomacy Hiberniastr, Germany
Dissertation: "Mexico's Attitude Toward Political and Security Matters
in the United Nations 1945-1960: A Case Study of Small
Power Politics"
James Spurgeon Evans .. Animal Science Lexington
Dissertation: "Use of Oral Progestogens for Synchronizing Estrus in Ewes
and as a Pretreatment to Pregnant Mare Serum for Induc-
ing Estrus and Ovulation in Anestrous Ewes"
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME
Arthur B. Fein * *
Dissertation:
MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
....................... PsychoJogy ...... New York, N. Y.
"An Examination of the Effects of Reversal and Non-Re-
versal Shifts on the Conceptual Performance of Schizo-
phrenic, Brain Damage and Control Subjects with Partial
Reinforcement Controlled"
Charles Edward Garth* . ..Sociology ..... Greensboro, N. C.
Dissertation: "Self-Concepts of Negro Students Who Transferred or Did
Not Transfer to Formerly All-White High Schools"
Jimmie Lee Hardison Psychology . Whitney, Tex.
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Relationships Between Several
Inkblot Variables and Impulse Control"
William Charles Inman* . .. Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "Response Delay as a Factor in the Psychophysical Function'
Richard Eaton Johnson" ..... . ...... Psychology .... Valparaiso, Ind.
Dissertation: "Metaphor and Association Errors in Schizophrenic Concep-
tual Performance"
Edward E. Kern, Jr.
Dissertation:
....... Agricultural Economics Auburn, Ala,
"Methods for Controlling Marketing of Basic Southern Farm
Commodities"
Fred John Klatte Animal Science Lexington
Dissertation: "Pre-Intestinal Disappearance of Vitamin A in Ruminants"
Lewis Robert Lieberman Psychology







... History .. .. .... Buckhannon, W. Va,




"A Comparison of Dysthymics and Hysterics in
Extinction of a Finger Withdrawal Response"
Ban Liang Oei* * Chemistry Blitar, Indonesia




Dale Keith Osborne** ... Economics
Dissertation: "The Theory of Oligopoly"
John Andrew Pfaltzgraff* * Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "Extremal Problems for Analytical Functions Defined by a
Stieltjes Integral"
Andreas Robert Prindl ...... Diplomacy Hudson Falls, N. Y.
Dissertation: "The West African Currency Board: An Analysis of a Co-
lonial Monetary System"
Louisville
Thomas Percy Pritchett ... .. ..... Psychology . Huntington, W. Va.
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Sudden Arousal from Rest: A Study of
Impaired Performance on an Addition Task"
Kenneth E. Quindry" .. Economics Bowling Green
Dissertation: "The Adaptability of Local General Revenue in Kentucky to
Economic Differentiation"
Harold Anthony Ries* * Psychology .
Dissertation: "Synesthesia: The Elicitation of Mediators and Colors
Function of Stimulus Tone Frequency" •
Robert Wayne Rogers Animal Science . Russellville
Dissertation: "The Effects of Pancreatic Lipase and Papain on Palatabil-
ity, Tenderness and Rancidity Development of Quick-Ages
Country-Style Hams"
Marvin Ray Selke Animal Science .. Lexington




* Degree awarded December 2', 1963.
*" Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
William Taylor Simpson Education . Louisville
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Certain Characteristics of Selected
Under-Progressing and Over-Progressing Boys in Five Ken-
tucky High Schools"
Joseph Grady Smoot History . .. Silver Spring, Md.
Dissertation: "Freedom's Early Ring: The Northwest Ordinance and the
American Union"
Noel Stephens, Jr. . Animal Science Berea
Dissertation: "The Effects of Various Chelates and Supplemental Zinc,
With High Levels of Calcium, Upon the Incidence of Para-
keratosis and Zinc Availability in Growing Swine"
Ray Miller Ware* . Economics Lexington
Dissertation: "The Development of the Concept of the Balance of Pay-
ments in the United Kingdom"
Jerry Earl Waters Psychology Alcoa, Tenn.
Dissertation: "Delayed Speech Feedback and Neurogeometric Theory"
Clifford I. Whipple Psychology Jeffersonville, Ind.
Dissertation: "Discrimination and Perceptual Learning in the Retarded
Reader"
NAME

















"Driver Education: A Study of Selected Elements of Programs
in Kentucky High Schools During the 1962-63 School Year"
Newman Grise * Owensboro
Dissertation: "The English Teacher in Kentucky: A Study of the Academic
and Professional Preparation of Public High School Teach-
ers of English in Kentucky"
Robert
Robert Clay Needham . Morehead
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of the Academic Adjustment and
Success of Native and Two-Year Transfer Students in the
Senior Colleges of Kentucky"
Binford Hardy Peeples Memphis, Tenn.
Dissertation: "A History of the Business Education Department of the
National Education Association"
Sidney Ray Simandle** . Versailles
Dissertation: "A Cooperative Effort to Improve the Selective Admission
and Retention of Teacher Candidates in a State"
NAME
Ma~ Ann Baker Dunbar**
Mabel Walker Jennings* *
Earl S. Reid.
Raymond Jayson Wesley .






CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Carl Best Boyd, Jr. * History Mt. Sterling
August Dickson Brackett*'" .Mathematics Louisville
Judith Carolyn Buckley"'* . ..English Monticello
Dorothy Ann Carter French Lexington
William Wilson Hume Clay History Winchester
Dorothy Ellen Ayers Counts" Political Science Richmond
Joe Barton Darnel!" Diplomacy Benton
Charles Henry Daughaday*'" English Mayfield
David Barrow Dick English .. Louisville
Charles Mason Dollar" History Lexington
Burnett Willingham Donoho History Lexington
Harriet Patch Doull** English . Berea
Cortez Francis Art . , ,. London
Wilford Eugene Fridy English Lexington
Ronald Chester Glidden Mathematics Thomdike, Me.
John Kevin Green*'" Diplomacy... .. Suffolk, England
Hal C. Griffin . Political Science Louisville
Lytton Leite Guimaraes Sociology Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Jacqueline Driscoll Hagler English Lexington
Barbara Lake Hambrick** English Lexington
William Brooks Hamilton 11 Diplomacy Lexington
Jesse Drew Harrington** Classics Stamping Ground
Connee Faye Haves" '" Physical Education Cynthiana
Richard Paul Hedlund History New Rochelle, N. Y
D. Dale Hyers** .. Mathematics... .. Huntington, W. Va.
Boyd Lynn Johnson * * Physical Education .. Lexington
Walter Isaac Lindley, Jr. * * PsychoJogy Lexington
David Wesley Lindquist" * Physical Education College Park, Md
Andree John Lloyd" Psychology Fond du Lac, Wis.
Larry Simpson Longerbeam English Hillsboro, Va.
Elizabeth Bodley Maxson* English . Lexington
Mary Logan Mayhew* * Mathematics Lexington
Judith Ann Meacham Physical Education Paducah
James Edward Miller Mathematics Magnolia
Dudley Lanier Milward French Lexington
Wesley Abram Morris'" * .English Lexington
Alan Edgar Moulton* Psychology . . Wilmore
Jay Carlton Mullen History Medfo'd, Ore. i'
James K. Murphy** English Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oscar C. Page** History Bowling Green
Robert Lynn Patterson .History Nashville, Tenn.
James Lawrence Perkins English Lexington
Thomas Beebe Ripv" * Political Science Lawrenceburg
Adelbert Lee Roark" Mathematics Lexington
Robert Edmund Roberts*. .. Sociology Kerrville, Tex.
Evelyn Frances Rupard" * Mathematics Winchester
Gerald Joseph Schwendeman Geography Lexington
Jon Max Shepard" * Sociology . Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Carolyn House Simmons Psychology Lexington
Larry Douglas Stanley. . History Pikeville
James Willis Stephens, Jr English Frankfort
Hope Cornett Stidham"'" Mathematics Lexington
Constance Irene Taylor"" Psvcholoqv Lexington
Audrey Austoria Miller Turner"'" Sociology Chicago, III.
Virginia Lee Van Arsdale*'" $panish Lexington
Dietrich Manfred Zimmer Geography . Baden, Germany
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Tajoem Adtwlkarta " Agronomy Bogor, Indonesia
William Creel Allison Psychology Lexington
Linda Nell Alvey Mathematics Summit
Philip Ackerman Baedecker Chemistry Athens, O.
Marvin Barker Microbiology Lexington
Roger Lee Blumenshine* Chemistry Washington, Ill.
David Neal Boehnke Chemistry Dayton
Mrigendranath Bose Economics Calcutta, India
David Arl Brashear" Microbiology Greenwood, Miss.
David Milton Brumagen * Agronomy Cynthiana
Gerald Lou Chaney" * Chemistry Cincinnati, O.
Sung Chae Chung* Physics Pusan, Korea
Laurence Alfred Danzer" * Chemistry Lexington
Melvin Walter Denner" Zoology New Hampton, Iowa
Francis Paul Dohrn "" Geology . Carlinville, III.
Ronald J. Doyle* . Chemistry .. Louisville
Gene Raymond Ezell Physics Lexington
Johnnie Lee Gentry, Jr Botany Jeffersontown
Phillip Edward Greeson * * Zoology Lexington
James Monroe Hall, Jr.** Geology Casper, Wyo.
Nail Trafford Hooks, Jr. .. Psychology Lexington
James Lebert Howse, Jr. * * Physics Somerville, Tenn.
Gertrude Sutton lson Mathematics Pikeville
William Virgil Judy Physiology and Biophysics Lexington
John Joseph Keuper" Physics Southgate
~_ Supan Kusumamihardja Zoology Sukabumi, Indonesia
John W. little** Zoology Lexington
Harry D. Nash** Microbiology Bethel, O.
Robert Wendell Ogilvie : Anatomy Lexington
Widjojo Parjatmo* Zoology Bandung, Indonesia
Jack Daniel Pittillo** Botany Hendersonville, N. C.
Jerry Donald Reber Physics Lexington
~ Thressa Kinne Redmon Microbiology Lexington
Bernard Albert Semp* Zoology Lexington
Melvin Owen Smith Geology Lexington
Roger Crowell Smith* Psychology Louisville
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963.










...... Physics .. Ft. Thomas
......... Botany Bogor, Indonesia
. Physics Lexington
........... Zoology Lexington
....... ., Agricultural Entomology Lexington
. Microbiology New York, N. Y.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Mohammed Abtd AI Suaidy Agronomy Baghdad, Iraq
Henry Estill Amos .Dairy Science Bowling Green
James Edward Berry Agricultural Economics Morganfield
Glenn E. Conatser** Animal Science Crossville, Tenn. ,
Joe M. England* Agronomy Lexington
Cheng Jin Fan* Agronomy . Taiwan, China
Phillip Ray Fisher" * ... Plant Pathology Raleigh, W. Va.
Kenneth Newton Franks Agronomy Williamstown
Dennis Bry Herd* Animal Science East Liberty, O.
Bruce Macklin John** Rural Sociology Lexington
George Emerson Jones* Agronomy Henderson
Daniel Carl Loper" Animal Science Mazomanie, Wis.
Glen Robinson McCormack** Agricultural Extension Lexington
Bernie C. Milam** Agricultural Extension Paris
Robert Louis Milam* Agricultural Economics Shepherdsville
Edward R. Netherland* * Agricultral Extension Princeton
Guillermo Eduardo Parodi Agronomy Lima, Peru
Gene Arthur Peavley* * Poultry Science .. Rockhold
Richard William Peterson Dairy Science Kensington, Conn.
Andrew J. Powell, Jr. * Agronomy Turners Station
Harold Bell Rtce " Agronomy Prestonsburg
Soegiharso Sastrosoewignjo Plant Pathology Bogor, Indonesia
Thomas Nash Seav" * Agricultural Entomology Lexington
John Thomas Shields Agricultural Economics Lexington
Rudolf Solindungan Sinaga Agricultural Economics Medan, Indonesia
Joseph Lawrence Spaldlnq" Animal Science Finley
Thomas Stevens, Jr Horticulture Morehead
Thomas William Waldrep* Agronomy Lexington
Thomas M. Williams, Jr Agricultural Extension Franklin
Leona Manlin Yu* Plant Pathology Taiwan, China
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
NAME





• Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
*. Depree awarded August 8, 1963.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Byrnes Cecil Fairchild Frankfort
Sammie Dean Guy* * Lexington
Gary Grant Howard ., Pikeville
Howard Camnitz Lawson, J r Waddy
William Alfred Mossbarger, Jr Lexington
Rameshchandra D. Patel* " Gujarat State, India
Larry Douglas Pinson** . Pikeville
Clifford Wendell Randall" .. Lexington
Tilford R. Richardson" Lexington
Frank Lester Rothfuss, Jr. * Louisville
John William Scott . Springfield
Mahendra Jivanlal Shah" Ahmedabad, India
David Warren Vorles" *. .. Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Howard Ballard Hester Lexington
James Francis McDonald Lexington
Randall Wynn Thomson Versailles
Charles Mannon Whitaker" * Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Ali Suat Akpinar Lexington
Joseph Jackson Arnett. Lexington
Ning-Kwok Peter Chow** Lexington
Rameshchandra Govindji Desai" Gujarat State, India
Richard Glenn Edwards . .. Harlan
Boyd Edward Hurst . Lexington
Robert Lee Piercefield" .. So. Ft. Mitchell
Ronald Paul Porter . Lexington
Richard LeRoy Shell* .. Lexington
Ray Kent Troutman** Statesville, N. C.
George T. Williams** Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR ,HE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME





* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
*. Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Wanda Ruth Hammack Alexander*" Valley Station
Barbara Ellen Anglin** Frankfort
Betty W. Armstrong * * . Independence
William Marion Armstrong Independence
Macaulay L. Arthur* * .. . Danville
Mary Lewis Bacon Somerset
Mary Joeann Pennington Baker" * Lexington
Mary Louise Barnett" * Harrodsburg
Julia Ann Barnhart. Lexington
Mary Ethel Bartlett" .. Owensboro
Tesielean JoAnn Fisher Berryman* . Nicholasville
Lauren D. Bowen** Louisville
Richard Lanier Bower* * . . : Campbellsville
James Albert Bradbury" * .. . Ft. Thomas
Mark Richard Brown" * Lexington
Peggy Darling Burkich** . Neon
Mabel Blair Burklow* . Hazard
Carol Louise Cail . . Lexington
Robert Dwaine Campbell* * ... Winchester
Marshall L. Chilton * * .. Lexington
Elsa Merle Clemons" . .. Hardy
Ruth L. E. Cornett * * Winchester
Albert Norman Cox. .. Lexington
Anne Allen Crockett" * . .. Lyndon
Julian B. Cunningham** .. Mt. Sterling
Barbara Ann Hunter Daugherty* .. Nicholasville
Palina Mae Dougherty* * Lexington
Caroline Colpitts Eddleman . Lexington
Thomas Montgomery Fields Lexington
Robert Gwain Figg * . Lexington
Cacus Partin Flesher" * . Lexington
Henry Millard Frazier** . Lawrenceburg
Joe W. Gilliam** .. Nashville, Tenn.
John Bennett Gipson** .. Honolulu, Hawaii
Nancy Ellis Glass* . Lexington
Katherine Poole Goodman* . Lexington
Charles Harmon Haggard* Georgetown
James Raymond Harper" * .. Ashland
Lucy Johnson Hayes* * Cincinnati, O.
Dwight Martin Hendrix** . Hyden
Patricia Chambers Henry* Georgetown
Patricia Louise Hobbs** . . Beattyville
John Edward Houpe .. Lexington
Marvin Wayne Hurley* * . Bristol, Va.
Mary M. Hutchings* * . Carlisle
William Truett Jasper* .. Lexington
Bessie Ada Johnson** Versailles
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.





Joyce Jones" . Burlington
George Kemper Kenton""" Lexington
Harlan Teegar Kirk, Jr."" Lexington
NaomiFoster Kiser . Lexington
Paul Kenneth Lane"" Wilmore
Vivian Mae Romine Lester"" Mackville
Ivan Barry Liss"" Shelbyvi lie
.Jack Alfred McCullough"" . ,.. Lexington
Betty Jane Terrill McEwan"" Lexington
Robert William McFall"" Lexington
John Calvin Marcum"" .. Beauty
Iia Mae Martin" Harrodsburg
Jenrose Morgan Martin Lexington
Carolyn Dye Mastin"" . Mays Lick
Ruth Arter Matthews"" . .. Benham
Jerry Wetzel Miller Lexington
William Grant Milliron"" .. Wilmore
Vemon Miniard"" Monticello
William Patrick Monaghan .. Lexington
Dolores Ruth Morey"" Connellsville, Pa.
Laura Smith Morgan" . Danville
Marian Theodore Morgan Paducah
Glenn Wayne Murphy"" Moreland
Lloyd Dale Noble"" Covington
William Marshall Nulton 111" .... Lexington
Marian Gray Parker"" Lexington
Geneva Perkins . Glasgow
Betty Kiser Plunkett"" .. .. Lexington
Sylvia Beeler Pope"" .. Louisville
Darrell T. Pursiful** .. .. Brandenburg
Sarah Patricia Pyles"" .. Ashland
Martha Chelf Quisenberry"" . .. Moreland
Glen Lowell Reynolds** Irvine
Lillian Wood Reynolds" * .. Shelbyville
Wesley F. Ross .. .. Lexington
Doris Gayle Royce** Shelbyville
Margaret Ann Rupert" * . Lexington
Clay Salyer" * . Salyersville
Paul Joseph Schuler" * Lexington
Elizabeth Spencer Scott* * Paris
Ruth Cochran Scott * * . .. , Coal Run
Charles Stephens Shuck * .. . .. Dry Ridge
Olyn Suthern Sims, Jr. * * . Lexington
William Ward Smith** . Lexington
Fredrick Arnold Strache* * Lexington
Orpha Byrd Strong** ,.,......................................... Dayton, O.
Ann D. Survant Lexington
Jacqueline T. Sutton" ........ Nicholasville
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August 8, 1963 .
••• Degree awarded June 5, 1963.
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NAME ADDRESS
John William Swann, Jr.** Frankfort
Carol Ann Swller" * Wilmore
Roger Wayne Tarvin Ft. Thomas
Burdette G. Taylor* Lexington
Elizabeth Adkins Taylor* * Lexington
Charles Clay Thomas* Lexington
Gladys M. Threlkeld** , , Lexington
Elizabeth Lloyd Weaver* * Lexington
Judy Woodrow Wethington** Danville
Elizabeth Garrett Whalen** Lexington
Louise SWinford Wieman Lexington
Sally Cornell Wilborn Lexington
Gerald N. Williams Lexinqton
Almeda Stewart Withrow* * Lexington
Ann Gregory Woodward Lexington
Carl Martin Wynn* . Lexington
Gene Thompson Wynn ** Dry Ridge
Anna S. Zimmerman** . Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Aaron Elwood Beals* * Glasgow
Wendell D. Bruce** .. Hardinsburg
Sophia Fields Campbell** .. Rio Grande, O.
Varon Campbell** . , Whitesburg
Ann Dean Carr* * . Cave City
Margaret Elizabeth Clay* * Carlisle
J. T. Coomer* . Gradyville
Bernard E. Delph** Carrollton
Lucy Beeler Dennison Leitchfield
Cecil Thelbert Henderson** Hopkinsville
Shirley Rigg Howard* * .. Williamstown
Courtney Eugene Little** Versailles
Marty Ann Martin** Alva
Gilbert Lander Mathis** Lawrenceburg
John Bearl Murphy* * . Liberty
William Robert Owen** . Hardinsburg
Rosemary Miller Pace" * Pembroke
Scotty Ray Parsons, Sr. ** Mt. Sterling
Ted T. Ramsey" Somerset
James Lloyd Reed* * Flat Gap
John Prater Reese** . Shelbyville
Norma Raybourne Settles** Springfield
Claude Snorton, Jr. ** Hopkinsvi lie
Marjorie Smock Stewart* * .. Fordsville
Elise Gregory Tate** Central City
* Degree awarded December 2 J, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME ADDRESS
Shirley Hash Underwood" * Hodgenville
James Ray Vaughan** .. Hanson
James Curtis Wilds** Versailles
CANDIDATES FOR THE OEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Harold Betley" Ashland
John Lancaster Banta Lexington
Kenneth Hart Beard Hardinsburg
Denzel Ray Branstetter" So. Ft. Mitchell
David William Graham Bellevue
Daniel Evan Hall** Grayson
Thomas King Henritze * * Lexington
Waller Young Hulette Morganfield
Thomas Abner Lewis, Jr. * * Lawrenceburg
John Louis McDaniel Millersburg
David W. McLellan, Jr. * Horse Cave
Ralph Mitchell Mobley* * Elizabethtown
Philip Tyrone Morgan* Germantown
Benny Joe Pember Mayfield
Glen David Rucker* * Lexington
Ronald Lee Sanders" Lexington
Mastin Green Smith Harlan
Stephen Moose Sptres " Bowling Green
Furman Forgy Wallace .. .. Lexington
John Robert Wathen * * Lexington
Walter Robert Welliver* Lexington
Frederick Alfred Widman, Jr. * Louisville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
LIBRARY SCIENCE
NAME ADDRESS
Lois Frances Clifford* * Louisville
Evelyn Gray Coskey* * Berea
Leona Dishon 00U9Ias** Liberty
Joanne Elizabeth Fields* * .. Cornwells Heights, Pa.
Sue B. Green , Lexington
Maxine B. Gregory* * Lynch
Margaret Van Wert Hanson Oelwein, Iowa
Eva Allen Hendrickson Lexington
Phyllis Elaine Heuser" * Louisville
Gerald Blaine Hubble" Berea
..,.. Bernice Arnette Huber" * Middletown, O.
Odis B. Kindle** Corsicana, Tex.
Sue Gay Lane * Lexington
Margaret Jane Lannan** Columbus, O.
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
• * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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Claire Ruth McCann· .. Lexington
Jimmie Joe McKinley. . Lexington
Vivian Johnson MacQuown Lexington
Margaret Ann Mathy* * Newark, O.
Mary Elizabeth Maxson Lexington
Wallace David Mohn** Elma, N. Y.
Julia Margaret Noel.............. . Fredonia, N. Y.
Harold Thomas Phillfps" " Cincinnati, O.
Everett Elliott Rice, Jr. .. Ashland
Hugh Edward Schramm * * Ft. Thomas
William Allen Tinsman Findlay, O.
Elizabeth R. Van Horne Lexington
Bobbye Cross Wilhite * * Detroit, Mich.
May Hsiao-Mei Yang** Taiwan, China
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PUBLIC HEALTH
NAME
Martha Georgia Barclay* ADDRESS
Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Sandra Elaine Edenfield* * Knoxville, Tenn.
Janice Fowler Robison" Richmond
James Valentine Salzwedel** Bethlehem, Pe.
Patricia Grady Shewmaker" Fisherville
Donald F. Trivette . Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Stephen Taylor Allen * * English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Langley
... Library Science Jenkins
...... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .....
..Topical Field-Religious
Aspects of Culture Nashville, Tenn.
English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ," Defiance, O.
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Bedford
...History Ashland
.... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .
..Chemistry
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
. .. Sociology . . Lexington
.. Mathematics Cincinnati, O.




................. Topical Field-Recreation Lexington
.... Chemistry ...... .. Campbellsville
.. Social Work Shelbyville
.. Psychology.. Lakewood, N. J.
...... Psychology . .. Henderson
.. Psychology Louisville
.. Classics .. Kenosha, Wis.
.. Psychology . Lexington




Don Carlos Amburgey* *
Alice Marie Anderson ...
Gracie Alethia Austin .
Margarett Anne Baker
Sarah T. BaW
Michael Joseph Barber, Jr.
Bonnie Ann Barnes
John Bryant Bates ..
Virginia McMahon Baxter*
Frank Dawson Bean, Jr.
Francis Leigh Bell *





Stephen Lanier Bower ...






Charles Orison Carlton * * ..
Inga Riley Carmack







• Degree awarded December 21, 1963 .
• , Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Colleen Ann Carter Art .. Louisville
James Peter Cassidy, Jr. ...History .. .. Atlanta, Ga.
Luan Marie Channels Social Work Danville
Marilynn Elaine Christie* Psychology .. .. .... Lebanon
Judith Ann Clift .. Art-Education Cincinnati, O.
Mildred Ann Combs. .. Psychology Hazard
Carol Rowland Conover Art-Education Harrodsburg
Judi Ann Cook. . Psychology Georgetown
Robert Yates Cooke, Jr.** .Radto, Television, Films Grundy, Va.
Natalie Doris L. Cooper Russian Area Studies. Lexington
Tilden Monroe Counts, Jr. * Radio, Television, Films ... Versailles
Carol Lynn Craigmyle Art-Education ........ Louisville
Karl Norman Crandall........ ... Political Science Millersburg, O.
Clarence B. Cunigan* ..Music Lexington
Nancy Nelson Danforth .Political Science Atlanta, Ga.
George Michael Daniel" Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Katharine Faurest Daniel* * Modern Foreign Languages Shelbyville
Betty Ann Dean** ..Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Janice Lucille Deeb Topical Field-Interior Design Louisville
Vernon Edward Denny History ... Ft. Thomas
Susan Wetzel Diachun Anthropology ...... Lexington
Robert Russell Dickey 111* History . Winchester, Mass.
Robert Worley Dickinson Russian Area Studies Glasgow
Donald Joseph Donohue" Psychology ..... Albion, Mich.
Bonnte Joyce Dorton** .Botany Lexington
Mary Stanhope Duncan Topical Field-Religious
Aspects of Culture Lexington
................... Anthropology ... Valley Grove, W. Va.
.. Political Science Lexington
...Art Lexington
.... History Fern Creek
....... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Louisville
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Henderson





.. Political Science Paris
... Topical Field-Human Relations. Lexington
..Social Work Lexington
.Modern Foreign Languages .. Dawson Springs











Lavinia Catherine Filiatreau" *
Cary Jay Finder .
Loretta Ruth Flanders
Marius Chester Foushee





* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.





























... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts





.. Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Shelby Anne Hollingsworth .. Social Work
Donald John Horton Arts-Law .
Gail Eubanks Houston Social Work
Kenneth Armitage Howe, Jr. ..Arts-Law
Carolyn Reid Huffman Psychology
William V. Hylton * . Psychology
Donald Kenneth James" * .. Political Science
Jim Lee James" ..... History
Joan Harrell Jameson" * .Art-Education
Esther Ruth Jones .English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ...
NAME


















Mary Jane Hennlncer" *
Eric Beard Henson
Susanna Parker Hickerson**




* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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ADDRESS


































John Wesley Jones** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .
Roberta Swank Jones English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .
Edith Barrie Justice Social Work
James Allen Kegley Arts-Law .
Peggy Sue Kelly" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .
Paul Quinton Kennedy Economics .
William Maurice Kennoy Chemistry ..
Paul Newlin Klel Political Science
Lambert Noel King Chemistry ..
Nancy Beckner King* Physical Education
Marsha Ann Kingsley English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Alice Carneal Kinkead" Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Natalie Lynn Koppelmaa Social Work Pacific Grove, Calif.
Mary Dan Kuhnle Social Work Lexington
Edward A. Kurz* * Chemistry Angola, N. Y.
Laura Sue Larkins* Economics Harrodsburg
Frances Leanore Larmon" Art-Education South Charleston, W. Va.
Beverly Rae Lawhorn** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Mary Kathryn Layne History .
Carl Ward Leistner** History ..
Louise Natcher Lewter English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Willis Little Geography Melvin
Priscilla Ann Lynd Chemistry . . Russell
Morgan Irving Lyons .. Sociology . .. Owensboro
Carole Waltes McAlister Psychology Danville
Mary Gail McCall Topical Field-Merchandising Dallas, Tex.
Ann McDonough Political Science . Miami, Fla.
Carol Lynn McElroy...... .. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
Raymond K. McLaughlin Political Science .
Pattie White McLellan English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
George John McNUlty English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .........
Carol Ann Major English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ........
Savas Mallos** Political Science
Judith Ann Martin English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.











































Charles Thomas Nuckols* ....
William Nelson Offutt" *
Patricia Lee Owens
Elizabeth Kay Palmer"
David Charles Park **



















Social Basis of Behavior Covington
.. Chemistry Lexington
................... Political Science Summerfield, N. C.
... Chemistry Ashland
....... History Smiths Grove
......... Diplomacy and International
Commerce Danvers, Mass.
.Arts-Law Russellville
.Political Science .. ... Frankfort
.Journalism . Pahokee, Fla.
.... Arts-Law . Lexington














..Radio, Television, Films ....
. Art-Education .







... Political Science .....
............ History
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
..... Sociology .......


























* Degree awarded December 21,1963 .










Robert Hopkins Roach .. History
Robert Hamilton Robbins" .... Psychology





.... Modern Foreign Languages
. ... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..









.. Library Science ..
........ Chemistry
... Social Work
....... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Erlanger
.Arts-Law . .. .. Greensburg
... Psychology Middletown, N. Y.
..... Psychology So. Ft. Mitchell
..... Geography Mt. Olivet
............... ..Political Science Flatwoods
..... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..











Melvin Douglas Rider .
Melissa Whichard Riley ..
Ann Robison Ringo
Harold David Rosdeutscher" *
Sherran Simson Rothman
Linda Wynette Rothwell


















John David Stms" * .
Paul Jules Sinnott" *
James Raymond Slone
Patricia Ann Small * ..





* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.





































.. .. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
................. Political Science .
................... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
LeonRobert Timmons .. Political Science ..
TamaraAnn Tipton Music ..
JamesBlack Todd* Political Science
HenryClarence Tribble. .. Arts-Law .
I AnnWoodruff Truitt . History ..
JerryDavis Truitt" .Dtplomacv and International
Commerce Lexington
...Radio, Television, Films Ashland
..Speech Pathology............. Lexington
......... Topical Field-Fashion Design-
and Merchandising ...
....... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .. Henderson
.Soclal Work New Orleans, La.
... Psychology ....... Newport Beach, Calif.
















....... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts.. .. Wurtland





















lawrence Stuart Waldman .
HarrietWalker* * ..
LawrenceWilliam Walters, Jr.
Catherine Byrn Ward ....
BettyAnn Waren
Jane Kay Watson** .
Winset Samuel Webb
NancyAnn Weber .
Andrew A. Welch .
Patricia Ann Welch ..
HaroldWayne Wells ..
John Armstrong West* *
CarolSue Wheeler ...
Jerry Ronald Wheeler ..
CarolynWhite .
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.




























.. ... Jackson, Miss.
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Judith Delle Whitesides .Psychology Bloomfield
Carolyn E. Wilber . Psychology .. North Vernon, Ind.
Nancy Anne Williams Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Kathryn Henrietta Wilson English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Nashville, Tenn.
....... Modern Forei.gn Languages ..... Paducah
...... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
. Diplomacy and International
Commerce .
Ronald Bryan York Modern Foreign Languages
George Harrison Yount Political Science
Linda Elizabeth Woodall*
Ben B. Wright .
Cadiz




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Judith Ann Abbott Hygiene and Public Health
Zaki Hussein Abdullah ...Microbiology
Floyd Alan Adams" Zoology .
Larry Gene Alexander Mathematics and Astronomy
Elsie Jackson Barr" Zoology .
William Santford Bate ..Topical Field-Biological and
Social Basis of Behavior Maysville
Joseph Lawrence Beach Physics Lexington
Anne Susan Bottorff , Microbiology Goshen
David Lee Butler·· Zoology " Paintsville
John Henry Butler II· * Physics . Winchester
Harold Wade Caln" . Chemistry Somerset
James Lee Congleton ...Zoology Lexington
James Paul Cullev " Arts-Medicine Bloomfield
Dennis Edward Cunningham Geology , Lexington
Charles Alexander Davidson Anthropology Elmira, N. Y.
Peter Alden Diachun Chemistry .. Lexington
Herman Garrett Dotson, Jr.. . Microbiology Pikeville
Willa Amenta Duke Microbiology Lexington
Charles Richard Eckel .... ".. . Mathematics and Astronomy .. Lincoln, Neb. ;>
Alton David Floyd· "...... . Zoology Corydon
Lana Faye Fox" . Zoology Lexington
Barbara Allen Fravel Psychology Charleston, W. Va.
Madge Starr Graf ".... . Zoology , Arlington, Va.
Martha Frances Greenwood .. ...Topical Field-The Biological and









Norma Anne Greer ""
Michael Brutus Hargrove··
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.




.... Anatomy and Physiology Henderson
.... Mathematics and Astronomy La Center
..Zoology.... .. ..... Ashland
.... Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
..... Geology Hazard
.Psychology ...... Columbia, Tenn.
...... Topical Field-The Biological Sciences




.............. Zoology " Wooton
.................. Arts-Medicine Williamsburg
................. Psychology.............. Danville
............. Topical Field-The Biological
Bases of Behavior .... Leominster, Mass .
... Microbiology Albuquerque, N. Mex.
. Mathematics and
Astronomy.... Lewistown, Pa.
William Reed Ormond Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Zehra lnci Ozdeniz Physics Istanbul, Turkey
Davis Nelson Peck Physics Lexington
Stewart Blaine Peck Zoology Davenport, Iowa
James Edwin Pitts . Physics .. Louisville
James D. Powell Mathematics and Astronomy .. Lexington
William Julian Powers" Physics Owensboro
Billy Reese Prebble "" ...Mathematics and Astronomy Cynthiana
Thomas Leslie Reeves** ...Zoology Winchester
lanny Ross Salver" * ...Anatomy and Physiology Ashland
Frank Joseph Schwendeman" ..Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Jeanne Barbee Shaver Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Nancy Joyce Smith** Zoology Jackson
Robert Allan Stokes Physics Ravenna
Randall Quentin Storm" . .. Chemistry Keavy
George Richard Thomas ..Geology Paintsville
Marvin Pete Thompson** Zoology Mackville
Barbara Jean Thomson" .Zoology Georgetown
Vaughn Keith Timberlake Mathematics and Astronomy .. Corydon, Ind.
EllenMiller Timmons " Zoology Louisville
John D. Walker Zoology Berea
Virginia Sue Wesche ...... .. Hygiene and Public Health Lexington
Raymond Jason Wesley Microbiology Carlisle
Ronald Walton Winters Physics Central City
Parivash Yeganeh . .. Zoology Abadan, Iran
Gary Dean Yonts" Mathematics and Astronomy Neon
NAME
Jay Geiger Henthorne, Jr.
Larry Ralph Hunter"
Max Edwin Jerrell
Linda Ellen Litton ..
Nicholas David McCubbin*





John Carlile Martin, Jr. * ..
John Edward Miracle
James Paisley Moss ** ..
Beverly Ann Montgomery
Charles Francis Nash
Anne Brooks Nichols ..
Martine H. Noojin
~ Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
Alice Joyce Akin Lexington
Margaret Diane Allen** Versailles
Charles Robert Baugh, Jr." * Larchmont, N. Y.
Eric Lawrence Blaesing So. Ft. Mitchell
Joseph Brown Curry Lexington
James William Curtis . Versailles
Toni Jackson Curtis Versailles
Susan Elizabeth Endicott Toledo, O.
Peter Martin Jones" Lexington
Nancy Overton Loughridge Lexington
Anne Price Mitchell* Ashland
Elizabeth Lee Moran Louisville
Beverly Ann Pedigo* West Richfield, O. 'a.
Warren Nicholas Pope Catlettsburg
Ann von Isakovics Poundstone** Lexington
Robert Clay Ryans Ewing
Jerry Orville Schureman Jamestown
Jacquelyn Lee Shure Towson, Md.
Roy Eugene Stevens" * Princeton
Richard Ewing Stevenson Cadiz
Marcia Elizabeth Thurber Frankfort
John M. Townsend" Louisville
CANDI DATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Joyce Wilson Carey" * Lexington
Nancy Sue Dodson * Lexington
Betty Sue Griffith* Louisville
Rodney Lewis Hill Covington
Janice Payne Kelly* Madisonville
Charlotte W. Montgomery* Lexington
Linda Jane Pruitt Jamestown
Roberta Ann Rybum * '" Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Marcia Blackman Allen* Lexington
Cecelia Brown** Calvert City
Sallie Hood Buster Danville
Melinda Lou Enterline Portsmouth, O.
Nickol Gail Power" * Lexington i1
,
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
28
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
WILLIAM A. SEAY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
Dale Thomas Anastasi" Kenmore, N. Y.
jacob Venice Bentley, Jr. . Big Clifty
Gene Allen Bozarth** Rumsey
Earl Leon Campbell" . Harrodsburg
James C. Carr" . Falmouth
Robert Carter, Jr. * . Lexington
Ronnie Gene Caudill" . .. Waynesburg
Ashley Nyle Chilton .. Pleasureville
Allen Ross Cleaver". . Carlisle
Raymond Daniel Tutor Key
George Adrain Davis . Lexington
Lowell Roscoe Doriott . Waverly
Gerald Wayne Dryden Mt. Olivet
James Arthur Evans . .. Barbourville
Billy Douglas Felker" * . Dalton
John C. Ferguson Sonora
Maurice Frederick Genton .. Nicholasville
Robert Green Golden . Goshen, O.
Jackie Coleman Graves" . Frankfort
Jerry Wayne Greer . Whitesville
Otis Griffin, Jr. .. . Beech Grove
Vincent Anthony Guarino .... . Lexington
John Allen Jacobs" .... . Columbia
Karl Douglas Johnston . Custer
Ronald Thea Johnston Georgetown
James Donald Kessler" .. .. Lexington
Louis John Korfhage Louisville
Robert Luke Kunkel* ;.......... Independence
Everett Current Lail* Cynthiana
Robert Lich III Prospect
Dale Ream Lovell * Sturgis
Larry Lovell .. .. . Sturgis
Ronald Louis Luckett" . Waverly
Charles Edward McKee* Eminence
James Cletis Mabry* .. Olive Hill
James Clayton Martin * Harrodsburg
Larry Clinton Morgan Sturgis
29
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
*. Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
NAME ADDRESS \..
Gretchen Myers Sabina, O.
Carroll Glen Oldfield* Lexington
Kenneth William Overhults . .. Equality
John Cart Parr" Lodiburg
Barth Hunt Pemberton Lexington
Dale Richard Pierce" . Salt Lick
Samuel Haley Prather . Grayson
Larry Ross Qualls** Madisonville :;0.
Thomas Madison Quisenberry 11* Winchester
James Andrew Reimann . Lexington
Bobby Orren Reynolds .. Waynesburg
James Earl Robinson" Lancaster
John Thomas Stuart" * Harrodsburg
Russell Wayne Sutton" Lancaster
Alex Boswell Veech, J,." . Louisville ,
Hiram Whitaker** Winchester
Donna Jo Wilson . Lexington
Ralph Douglas Wood* * Island
John V. Woodford, Jr. * .. Paris
Charles Shelby Woodring* . .. .. Morganfield
James Donnie Wright* . Constantine
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Katherine Anne Bolton" Lexington
Linda Snelling Brown Carlisle
Mary Florence Cammack Mt. Sterling
Audrey Thornton Carr . Falmouth
Lena Elizabeth Cowherd . Campbellsville .;
Mary Saunders Dawktns " Flemingsburg
Jeanne Louise Delker* * .. Henderson
Joan Vickers Fawns* * .. Lexington
Geraldine Green" Paintsville
Edra Margo Hamilton Coal Run
Minnie Laurel Hampton * * La Center
Esther Rae Hatchett Springfield (
Hannah Sue Hicks : Augusta 1
Judith McCraw Hopkins Calhoun
Ruth Ann Jackson Madisonville
Sarah Miriam Jacobs" Atlanta, Ga.
Dorothy Louise Litton Jennings* .. Cropper
Betty Ray Lacy '" Columbia
Carolyn Sue Lambdin ~ Frakes
Mary Ellen Martin Wilmore
Judith Ann Mitchell Paducah
Mildred Ann Napier Hazard
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME ADDRESS
Virginia Elizabeth Newell Bronston
Nancy Jane Payne Tazewell, Tenn.
Florence Carolyn POindexter Hopkinsville
GayleK. Porterfield Roanoke, Va.
LindaKaye Ratcliffe Lexington
Valta Reed Richard '" Lexington
Ann Summers Richardson Cave City
Charlotte Moore Strns" * Harrodsburg
FrancesJeanette Smith Corbin
Judith Sue Stephens" * Whitley City
LucyCarole Walden* Tompkinsville
Jerrilyn Hornbuckle Wells Lexington
NancyAlice White Stanford
Matilda Boyd Winn Horse Cave
Sandra Bedwell Wood Benton
PhyllisAnne Wright Lexington
Sena Zimmerman : Eli
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ROBERT EZEKIEL SHAVER, Dean






Carlos Edgar Pennington *
Harry Lynn Siler









CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
NAME
Wayne Richard Skaggs .
ADDRESS
Sandy Hook
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Orhan Hidayet Agaoglu Ankara, Turkey
Edward Dennis Biggs Lexington
Alvin Otis Bowles, Jr. . Charleston, W. Va.
Walter Howard Bricker Olive Hill
Dennis Louis Cannon. . Lexington
Edward Joseph Duke* * .. Owensboro
Fred Morris Elliott . Paducah
T. Henry Forsyth . Robinson Creek
George Robert Harper St. Albans, W. Va.
Carol Wilbert Hildenbrandt . .. Louisville
Donald Howard Hovermale Cynthiana
Charles Ronald Hunt Ashland
Bruce Edward Scott Grayson
W. Prentice Smith, Jr. Lexington
Rhett Clark Stidham .. . Virgie
Dennis R. Venters . Henderson
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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Harry Spence Churchill* *
John William Conner




John R. Dickerson *










Joe Carter Johnson* * .
Bruce Elliott King III
Gary Alan Koch
Robert W. B. Laughlin
Edward Daryl McClellan*
Woodson W. McGraw, Jr .
Donald T. Mclntosh*
John Stanley Marsh* .
Edward Avis Martin* ..
Ralph Jerome Mills
Charles Yale Molyneaux, Jr.
Antonio Moncada~Cordova * *
William Stafford Oder
George Paul Rains" * .
William Harold Rayburn*
Kenneth Harold Reekers.
Claude Gibson Rhorer, Jr.
Charles Pierce Russell
Mehmet Zeki Senler ..















































It * Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME ADDRESS
John Melvin Smith Moscow, O.
Nick Finley Stamatis* .. .. Lexington
James David Stone . Irvine
Alfred Pickrell Thomas, Jr. * Elizabethtown
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Alvis Bernard Adkins Huddy
Leslie Seaton Anderson Elkhorn City
Ronald Ray Ball . Williamsburg
Parker Ray Blevins" ,., Monticello
Keith Kinneman Brown* , , Ashland
William Shirley Brown ,." , , Lexington
James Donald Broyles ", , Lexington
Luis Alberto Camargo Colombia, S. A.
Richard Oswald Chinn , Maceo
Thomas Henry Clay* * , Lexington
Guy Barrett Coleman , Hopkinsville
Edward Gregory Crabtree" Campbellsville
Anthony Joseph Datttlo" Louisville
Edwin E. Dierlam . Evansville, Ind.
Donald Rhea Dobson** Summersville
Daniel Joseph Dunne" Wethersfield, Conn.
William Howard Dunnebacke" Oak Ridge, Tenn.
James Covington Duvall , Greenville
Edward Clark Gieseke Cold Spring
Stephen Douglas Hawkins Madisonville
Jesse Smith Havs " . Guthrie
Michael Robert Heffernan Lexington
Donald Ray Hobbs , Rockport
David Lou Hocker" * , Owensboro
Richard Allen Holloway.................................... .. Louisville
Harold George Hudson Valley Station
Wendell Palmer Hummel Pleasant View
Ralph Stephen Hunt, Jr. * Magnolia
John Bela lmredy Lexington
Randolph L. Keefer* Cumberland
Billy Ray Lawson , Flat Lick
Ronald Houston Lively" ,............ Munfordville
Charles Hume McClure* London
Frank Lee Marsili . Lynch
Robert Charles Roberts" Lexington
* Degree awarded December 2' I 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME ADDRESS
Daniel Duncan Russell, Jr. * " Frankfort
James Baxter Sims Yancey
John Timothy Skinner" .. .. Hopkinsville
Benny Ray Spicer" . Trenton, O.
Richard David Stokes" . Earlington
Reese Stoops Terry, Jr Mt. Sterling
Howard Joseph Theis * .. Southgate
Cecil W. Thomas" Lexington
Joseph Benjamin Thompson* St. Joseph
Larry May Turpin" Richmond
George William Van Cleave Greensburg
James Lacy Vanderpool.................................... . Ashland
Paul Randall Wilson Lexington
Benjamin McKinley Wolfe* Lexington
John P. C. Yang Sao Paulo, Brazil
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Glen Owen Adams* Wickliffe
David Franklin Alexander" Grayson
Robert Lee Anderson" .. Leitchfield
William Marshall Arrington* Louisville
William Bertram Barbour Maysville
Charles Vernon Bentley ··· Elkhorn City
Rodney Kennedy Brunsdon Upper Darby, Pa.
Donald Edward Burrts "" Raceland
James Richard Callender Lexington
John William Collins Maysville
Robert Douglas Couch** Hamilton, O.
Jimmy Linn Cross** Lexington
Carl Brent Deatherage** Nicholasville
William Philip Dorsey Lexington
Bronson Ray Everman** Ashland
John Edward Gosney Ft. Thomas
Roderick Gray-Lewis ** . Orlando, Fla.
Edward Eyre Greene Litchfield, Conn.
Lonnie Clifford Harrison** Lexington
Gerald Whitfield Hieronymus* .. Lexington
Lucien Samuel Johnson .. Versailles
William S. Karsner Lexington
George Thomas Klopp" Lexington
Joseph C. Lambtotte" .. St. Albans, W. Va.
Lester Eugene Lynd* Ashland
William H. Marsh* . .. Ashland
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8. 1963.
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NAME
Arloe Wesley Mayne, Jr. * ...
John Clark Mitchell*
James Thomas O'Dantel
Robert Lesley Price ..
William Standing Routt
William F. Schmidt ....
Jesse Wayne Spears
Anthony Wade Thomas"
Claudy Edward Thomas** .
Joseph Clarke Thomason" .
Tommy Houston Thornberry"
Hami I Arthur Travis
Joe Larry Vaughan ..
Homer Edwin Walter ..

















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME
Lawrence Graham Bailey .
John Albert Braumann .
Stephen Scott Grace. .. .












* Degree awarded December 2', 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
"' CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
NAME ADDRESS 
James Garrett Amato ............................................................................ Lexington 
Mark Anderson ........................................ : ....................................... Middlesboro 
William Miles Arvin ' .. ............. .................. .......... ...... ... .. ........... ....... Nicholasville 
David Hall Ashley ................................................................................ Lexington 
Raymond Lowell Ballou" ............................................................................ Corbin 
Silas H. Brewer .. . .................. ..... ....................... ... ........................ ........ Anchorage 
Wayne Thomas Bunch ............................................................................ Ashland 
Albert Archer Burchett .................................. .. ........ .............. .......... Prestonsburg 
John Joseph Chewning ...................................................................... Hopkinsville 
James Crayton Clay ................................................................................ Ashland 
John David Cole .............................................................................. Nicholasville 
David Thomas Enlow ............................................................................ Lexington 
James 0. Finch ............ ... ..... .......... ... .. ........... ...... .... ...................... ... ... Lexington 
Terrence Robert Fitzgerald .................................................................... Lexington 
William Hifner Fortune ........................................................................ Lexington 
Paul Daniel Gudgel .............................................................................. Lexington 
Lucien McKennon Hall ............................................................................ Eubank 
John Stanley Hoffman* .. .. . .. .. .... ..... .. .. ..... . .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. . .... .. .. ... . .. .. . .. . . .. . Henderson 
Benjamin Joseph Lookofsky .................................................................... Mayfield 
Jesse Clay McKnight, Jr ................................................................... Georgetown 
Armer Holmes Mahan, Jr ........ ... ............. ..... .... ..... ... ........ ...... .. ..... ....... Louisville 
William Bryan Martin .......................................................................... Lexington 
Wilton Currie Milliken ......... ................ ...... ... .......................................... Auburn 
William Leroy Montague ............ ....... .. ............................. .................... Versailles 
Hoyt Wilbur Noble .............................................................................. Lexington 
James Ralph Odell ................................................................................ Frankfort 
Roy Edward Potter ......... ... ........... .. ................ ... ....... ............................. Lexington 
William James Reik, Jr ..................................................................... Ft. Thomas 
Hughes Hamilton Rice* ........................................................................ Lexington 
Harold Dallas Rogers ... ......... ...... .. .......... ............ ............. ......... . ......... Monticello 
Joe Christian Savage ............................................................................ Lexington 
Roger Glenn Schnitzler ........................................................................ Alexandria 
Clifford E. Smith, Jr ................................. ......... ................................... Frankfort 
John Lee Smith ...................................................................................... Lebanon 
Burl Wells Spurlock .... ...... ...... ..... .................................. ............. .... Prestonsburg 
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963. 
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NAME ADDRESS 
John Patrick Sullivan ............................................................................ Lexington 
Frank Trusty II* ........... .... ..... .. .... ..................... . ........... ...... ............ . .... Lexington 
Charles Timothy Walters ...................................................................... Lexington 
Richard Carmon Ward ........ ........... .. ............. ... .......... .. ............. ..... ........... Hazard 
Charles Samuel Whitehead .................................................................... Lexington 
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963. 
38 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Bonnie Boswell Adair Elementary Education Paris
Elsie Lynn Alderson" Music . Auburn
David Kenton Allen* . .Soclal Studies .." Trenton, O.
Joyce Tomlin Ashcraft* * Elementary Education Covington
Karen Lee Ashcraft .Elementary Education Midway
Oberia F. Back ..Business Education .. Barbourville
William Logan Bailey* History and Political Science Frankfort
Barbara A. Baker* Physical Education Paintsville
William Byrd Barkley Biological Sciences ..". Maysville
James Robert Beckett, Jr. * History Rehoboth, Del.
Ronald Edward Beckett .. .Elementary Education Brooksville
William Pope Beeler* . .. Biological Sciences Lebanon Junction
Rosemary Bentley* . Elementary Education Lexington
Walter Raleigh Bentley Elementary Education Langley
Patricia Jones Berge. Business Education .. Carrollton
Judith Anne Berutich * * .Elementary Education Loulsvl lIe
David Rothrock Berry* .. Biological Sciences .. Lexington
Kenneth W. Blessinger .Soclal Studies Lexington
George W. Blewitt** .English Lexington
Richard Arthur Blocker .. Physical Education .. Louisville
Martha Jane Bogart .Elementary Education Chevy Chase, Md.
Barbara Joan Bolling** .. . Elementary Education .. Lexington
Anne Howard Boone .English Elizabethtown
Kenneth Leamon Bowen Business Education . .. Demossville
Martha D. Boyd* Elementary Education Mays Lick
Charles A. Bradley................ . .. Biological Sciences Lexington
loretta Dixon Bradley** .. Biological Sciences Lexington
Nancy Louise Breitenstein .. Physical Education Louisville
Anita Louise Brittain .. Elementary Education .. Paducah
Barbara Curtis Brookhart Physical Education Akron, O.
Margaret Alcorn Brown .Elementary Education .. Lexington
Caroline F. Brucker . Speech Education Louisville
Nina Lee Brumfield" . .. Physical Education Lexingtcn
Carol Sue Bugg . .. English . Alexandria, Va.
Sara Virginia Burch ..Elementary Education Lexington
Carroll lshmel Burchett** .Physical Education Fuget
Mitzi Cherie Burnett .. Elementary Education .. Anchorage
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Roy Stanley Burress Biological Sciences Louisville
Judith Withers Burr-is" * Elementary Education Lexington
Harold Burton Political Science and History Lexington
E. Charles Justice Butcher .. Chemistry, Mathematics Lexington
Patty Ree Caldwell Biological Sciences Williamstown
Paul Mark Casey** History North Vernon, Ind.
Melvin Patton Chandler" * Physical Education Corbin
Henry McDowell Chapman** .. Art Lexinqton
Maurice Ronald Christopher Political Science Murray
Donald Benjamin Clapp * * Social Studies Lexinqton
Marjorie Ishmael Cleaver Elementary Education Millersburg
Donald Earl Cline, Jr. * * . . . .History Alexandria
David Wylie Cliness.. .. Physical Education Huntington, W. Va.
Stuart Patrick Coakley" * Chemistry Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Susan Coffey Speech Education Monticello
Irene Brummette Cole Elementary Education Lexington
Beverly Ann Combest Elementary Education Lexington
Carole Lynne Cosby Spanish Cincinnati, O.
Alma Jo Cotton Elementary Education Versailles
Sara Ann Cowherd Elementary Education Lexington
Anita Elizabeth Crabtree" .Elementary Education Lexington
Herman Delano Crabtree History Lexington
Kenneth Howard Crady, Jr. . History Hodgenville
Brenda Kay Craft Business Education, Spanish Cumberland
George A. Critz .... .. Physical Education Bellbrook, O.
Mary Joyce Crouch Elementary Education Lexington
William Coyle Crouch* History Louisville
Nancy Jo Cubbage English Pleasureville
Carol Anne Custer Elementary Education Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gloria J. Preston Daniel Elementary Education Lowmansville
Martha Richeson Davenport Elementary Education Valley Station
Sandra Kay Davis" .Elementary Education Pawnee, 111.
Judy Allen Day .. English Taylorsville
Gwendolyn M. Dills Elementary Education Frankfort
Rita Mae Dinsmoor Elementary Education Ashland
Betty McGinley Dryden .Elementary Education Mt. Olivet
Frankie Smith Duff* .. Elementary Education Decoy
Ann Curtis Duggins English ...... Elizabethtown
Martha Dean Duncan Elementary Education Henderson
Lena Jones Durham* * Elementary Education Covington
Gay-Ellen Eaton" .Elementary Education Valparaiso, Ind.
Jean Arlene Eckler Elementary Education Covington
Gayle Webb Ecton" Physical Education Lexington
Mary Taylor Ecton" Elementary Education Lexington
Lorraine Florence Ellis .Elementary Education Lexington
Betty Gay Estes Mathematics Catlettsburg
Elizabeth Newton Evans .Elementary Education Fort Thomas
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Gertrude Elizabeth Evans Biological Sciences Tampa, Fla.
Gary Donald Farley Physical Education Williamson, W. Va.
Harrison R. Fields .. . .. English . Virgie
Hazel Youtsey Finneseth** .Elementary Education Fort Thomas
Elizabeth Randolph Fishback* Elementary Education Versailles
Valerie Nicole Floyd Elementary Education Lynchburg, Va.
Freeda Fly Physical Education Shelbyville, Tenn.
Madeline Aldridge Foster Spanish Danville
Mary Keith Foster Elementary Education Lexington
Flotine Frazier Elementary Education Melvin
Hannah Kaplan Frisch" Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
Patricia Ann Froelicher.. . Elementary Education Covington
Lula Mae Fulton Art Maysville
Elizabeth Ann Smith Gamble* English Louisville
David P. Gash" . Physical Education Lexington
Mary Frances Gay English Mt. Sterling
Richard Lloyd Gentry History Louisville
Chris William Georgehead History Louisville
Thomas Ralph Goebel Physical Education, History Taylorsville
Judy Ann Goins" . . Elementary Education Lexington
Emma Dee Gorin Elementary Education Greensburg
Viola Long Graves** Biological Sciences .. Lexington
Sharon Jo Gray. .. History, Spanish Louisville
Ann Horky Gregory* Elementary Education Danville
Martha Ann Guernsey** Business Education Clarksville, Ind.
Beverly Lawrenson Gwinn Elementary Education Louisville
Thomas Kyle Hackworth Mathematics Lexington
Betty Ann Haile .. Library Science, English Louisville
Mildred Zeigler Haines Elementary Education Lexington
Dan Johnson Haley* Mathematics Pineville
Charles Blaine Hall** Business Education Whitesburg
Peggy Craft Hall** English Lexington
Susanna Shumate Hall EngJish Irvine
RocnevLee Hamilton** Political Science Lexington
Martha Gayle Hammond English Ashland
Carole Young Harbison" Elementary Education Lexington
James Patrick Haren" Spanish Lexington
Thomas C. Harper Geography Winchester
Melissa Shearer Hart** Biological Sciences Louisville
Virginia Anne Hatcher .. Elementary Education Lexington
Pearl Joe Hawthorne Physical Education Pomeroy, O.
Helen Claudia Hays. .. French Shelbyville
James Wallace Helton** ., Physical Education Ferguson
Nancy Franklin Henry English Mt. Sterling
Harvey Bennett Hensley Physical Education Harrodsburg
Robert Louis Herbster" Business Education Chicago, III.
Nancy Ellen Hermann* Elementary Education Downers Grove, II!.
Joan Brown Hibbett Business Education Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.*. Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME
Claudette Suzanne Hi1l* *
Nancy Morrow Hill*
Ann Weathers Hines




Bonnie Slade Hopkins" *
Thomas J. Hoskfns " * .....
Jenine Howard* *
Phyllis Ann Howard .





Foster Thomas Hurst" *






Virgil R. Jacobs" *
Carol Leet Johns
John Frank Johnson
Larry A. Johnson" ...
Lillian Kathryn Barr Johnson
Bob Arnold Jones"
Judi Jones
William Henry Jones" *
Betty Morrison Kavanaugh * ....
Jennie T. Kazee"
Barbara Jean Kelly* *
Mary Sue Kibbey ....
Ramah Alice Kldd "
Susan Downey Kiel .






Samuel Erb Langfitt* ....
Susan Jane Laverty" *















































. .... Biological Sciences
... Elementary Education
... Elementary Education
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.

















































NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Charles David Lee Mathematics Frankfort
Linda Lee Lenz English, French Louisville
Judith Claire Lewis Elementary Education. Memphis, Tenn.
Roberta Hope Lindberg Elementary Education Lexington
Carol Ann Litzelswope Elementary Education Louisville
Annabelle Winfrey Lock * Elementary Education Lexington
linda Hudson Lutes" Elementary Education Lexington
Judith Lynne Wood Lyons Business Education Pleasureville
Annette McClain . .. Elementary Education Taylorsville
Charlotte Bruce McClave Elementary Education Ashland
Martha Finch McKenzie English Lexington
Linda Susan McKinley. . .. Elementary Education Ashland
Ida Mae McLaughlin Elementary Education Lexington
Jacqueline Suzanne McNabb History, Biological Sciences Louisville
Judy Dell McNees .Elementary Education .. Millersburg
Janet Westmoreland McNeil** Elementary Education Lexington
Jane Carol Maddox History Washington, D. C.
Sandra Rone Manning Business Education Highsplint
Jane Berry Martin* * .Elementary Education Cynthiana
Clark H. Mayfield* Physical Education.. . Alva
Helen Theresa Mele . . .English . Ashland
Donna Sue Meyer .English Springfield, Tenn.
Benjamin Selman Miller* .Biological Sciences Middlesboro
Ann L. Mirando Elementary Education Armonk" N. Y.
Ann Gearhart Mitchell History Ashland
Freddy May Bocook Moore** Elementary Education Versailles
Lydia Lee Moore Elementary Education Campbellsville
Clyde Clarence Murrell** Physical Education Nicholasville
Gwendolyn Tarry Nelson** .. English Eminence
Virginia Royale Nestor" English Florence
Ann Katherine Neurath . .. Elementary Education Louisville
Larry Douglas Newman** Physical Education. Grethel
Gerleen Jones Nickell* * .Elementary Education Lexington
Ronald R. Nickell* English Lexington
Carole Lee Nadler Elementary Education Louisville
Kathleen Noe . Business Education Union
Jeanette Caswell Nunnelley .Spectal Education Louisville
Annemarie Nussbaumer Elementary Education .. . Oak Grove
Pamela Alice Orth ... .History and Political
Science Alexandria, Va.
.... Elementary Education Lexington
.................. Elementary Education Arlington, Va .
... Elementary Education Hinsdale, III.
....... Elementary Education Lexington




Mari Iyn Kay Petro
Barbara Joyce Petty" *
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963 .



























Pauletta J. Owens Russell*
Frank L. Sakal
Katherine H. Sanders ..
Gloria Jean Sawtelle** ...
Linda Dale Carr Sawyers
Karen Schablik
Linda Lewis Scherer" *
Anna Josephine Schuler
Gary D. Seiler
Sue Anna Bailey Seiler
Vince James Semary .....
Gwendolyn Estepp Sherman * *
Judith Avery Sherman"
Betty Lou Shipp .
Stanley C. Shrote"
Donald Ray Sidebottom
Larry Lee Stnqleton" .
Donald Edwin Skeeters * *
Elizabeth Fox Slack * *
Gertrude Hall Slone" .
Jane H. Smith** .
John Robert Smith
MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
..Science Henderson
... Elementary Education Canton, O.




..... English Mt. Sterling
... History, Mathematics Cynthiana
........ History Lexington
..... Chemistry, Mathematics .. Lexington
.... Elementary Education Lexington
..... History, Physical Education .... Louisville
............... Elementary Education Lynch
..Elementary Education Hodgenville
...Chemistry Lexington
... Elementary Education Richmond
... Elementary Education Sewickley, Pa.
.Elementary Education Lexington
..... Sociology Louisville
.. Physica 1 Education Portsmouth, O.
.English ..... Paducah
..... Elementary Education Ludlow
..... English Richmond
..Elementary Education Covington
... Business Education Stanford
........ Physical Education Aliquippa, Pa.
.... Physical Education Frankfort
...Elementary Education Louisville
..History So. Fort Mitchell
.. Elementary Education Venice, Fla.
... History Louisville
......... Elementary Education Lexington
.................. Speech and Drama Evansville, Ind.
... Biological Sciences Evansville, Ind.
..Art Cleveland, O.
..... Enql.sh Lexington
... Elementary Education Fern Creek
... Elementary Education Glendale
.History Valley Station
......... English Lexington
.History and Political Science New Castle




.Biological Sciences, History ... Littcarr
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Ollie Y. Smith** Elementary Education Florence
Cora Mae Snowden" * Elementary Education Nicholasville
lindsay Eleanor Snyder Elementary Education Wilmette, III.
Mary Paulette Bertschinger Sparks Elementary Education Pleaseure Ridge Park
Mary Lou Helen Stapleton Elementary Education. Bronx, N. Y.
Gary Eugene Steward* Physical Education Sturgis
Judy Ray Sttvers " Elementary Education ..... Lexington
Sarah M. Straughan Elementary Education Charleston, W. Va.
Lavern June Strawn* Mathematics Cynthiana
Joyce Evelyn Strohmaier Elementary Education Toledo, O.
Mary Lee Stuart" * Elementary Education Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Stuckert History and Political Science Louisville
Barbara Sutton English Arlington, Va.
William Bradley Switzer* Biological Sciences Lexington
Carole Winslow Swope Elementary Education Lexington
Janice Arlene Tanner Elementary Education Wheaton, 111.
Janet Sue Tarvin Business Education Newport
Caroline Noland Taylor Elementary Education Louisville
Howard E. Tavlor " Mathematics . Russellville
Joyce H Taylor Elementary Education Lexington
Noel Harrison Taylor** .History Corbin
Thomas G. Thompson History Raywick
Cloys Thornsberry** Elementary Education Amburgey
Linda Lois Tobin . Elementary Education Harned
Juanita Hawkins Truempy* Elementary Education Lexington
Herschel Turner Physical Education Butler
Bertie Catherine Tuttle* Elementary Education Versailles
Marian Merkley VanZant* * Elementary Education Columbia
Danny Ray Varney.................. . History Goody
Sara Wilson Viohl Elementary Education Louisville
Jacquelyn Thompson Walker English Lexington
Jean McChesney Walker** Business Education Lexington
Judy Hill Walker Biological Sciences,
Business Education Nicholasville
Sandra Louise Walker Elementary Education LaGrange, Ill.
Helen Maureen Wall Elementary Education Lexington
Joseph Peter Walton History and Political Science Louisville
Mary Minton Ware Elementary Education So. Fort Mitchell
Patricia Miller Ware* Elementary Education Covington
Margaret Caroline Warren** English Middletown, O.
Joyce Ann Watts Mathematics Delbarton, W. Va.
Lois Littleton Weaver** Elementary Education Maysville
Glyn Dal Webb English La Center
Anne Holbrook Welsh Elementary Education Lexington
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Sara Wentworth Elementary Education Nashville, Tenn.
Beverly Luella Wetendorf Elementary Education .. Prospect Heights, III.
Jane Neal White Elementary Education . Lexington
Patricia Ann White Business Education. .. Lewisport
Ronald Clark White Elementary Education Lexington
Emily Jo Whitlock* .Elementary Education Greensburg
Sandra Gail Whitt* * ..... English ... .... Ashland
Barbara Harkins Wiechers* .Elementary Education Lexington
Pollyanna Wiley................ .Elementary Education Garrett
James Stewart Willhite, Jr.* Physical Education Pleasureville
Rebecca Grogen Williams* English Lexington ~
Ada Louise Wilson . Elementary Education Lexington
Jean Kimbler Wilson** . . Elementary Education Lexington
Scarlett Bandy Wilson** Special Education Irvington
Virginia Powell Wilson Elementary Education ..... Palm Beach, Fla.
Karen Leslia Womack .Phvslcal Education. .... Grayson
Amelia Poats Wood .Elementary Education Williamsburg
Judith Lynn Wylie ..Elementary Education Louisville
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
CECI L CLAYTON CARPENTER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
NAME ADDRESS
Diana Aboud .. Louisville
Beverly Jo Adams. .. Louisville
James W. Allison, Jr. .. . Harrodsburg
Onis Van DeMark Amos, Jr. * . Owensboro
larry Gordon Arrowood*. Prestonsburg
George L. Atkins*'" Hopkinsville
Roger Lee Baker . Lexington
Joe Lloyd Barber Frankfort
Mitchell Louis Barnes Lexington
Larry Dempsey Barnett n...... . Eddyvi lie
Philip Alan Beals* ..... Lexington
Patrick Cornelius Been" Flemingsburg
Nello Richard Berini . Winchester
William Duncan Bishop Lexington
Kenneth Darrel Bivins ~. . Madisonville
Robert Jay Blumenfeld Springfield, N. J.
William David Boden . Cynthiana
Kenneth Barry Boster. Erlanger
Donald Joseph Brandel** Hamilton, O.
Claude Prewitt Breeze" Owingsville
Leo Francis Brislin III .. Ashland
Linda Carol Britton . Harrodsburg
Clay McDowell Brock . Lexington
Kurt Henry Broecker" . Pewee Valley
Macon Berks Brown, Jr. * Russellville
Shirley Collins Browning . Wallingford
Loel G. Broyles .. Williamsburg
William Francis Bryan* . Frankfort
Betty Jo Burris .. Lexington
Harold Reid Burrows, Jr. ...... Englishtown, N. J.
Don Gary Bush '" .. Cadiz
Coliann Louise Campbell" . Bardwell
Frank Campigotto, Jr. Lexington
William Dale Carder" Cincinnati, O.
Alfred Kelly Carpenter" . Lexington
Joseph Larry Cashen . Owensboro
Paul Wilbur Chellgren . Ashland
James Howard Childers. Frankfort
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963 .




Samuel Ennius Comodari * *
Ronald Wayne Compton .
Kenneth Arnold Cooper
John Frederick Copeland* * ....
Bobbie Gene Cornelison
Joseph Edward Coughlin .
John Hardwick Cowgill* * .
Fred David Cox" * ..
John Durrett Craddock III
Billy Brandon Criswell ...
Carol Ann Criswell*
Thomas Junior Cunningham *
Larry Ronald Deininger
Louise Seiter Donaldson .....
Louis Andrew Donnini* *
Thomas Lee Duke * .
Charles Reid Elliston ..
Harry William Esterlev, Jr. * * ..
Robert Lynn Estes
James Oliver Fiala
Louis James Files .
Donald Lanua Frailie 11
Edward Saul Fuchs*




Orville Blaine Gritton, Jr. * *
Tony Haggard
Clyde Hall*
Patrick John Hamill .....
Tommy Todd Hamm* *
Lionel Anthony Hawse
Don AI He! Iman *
James Edward Hindle**
Lacy Anne Hinkle ...
Delbert George Hoffman, Jr. * *
Francine Mae Holtman"
John Douglas Hubbard*



























































~ Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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NAME
Louis Allan Kerrick ....
John Richard Keys, Jr.
Joan Douglas Kincaid"
Samuel McDowell Kinkead*
Donald Christy Knapmeyer* *







Larry Keith Locke * ......
Linda Alice McBeath
William David McClure
Lee Morris MacCracken * *
Lawrence Edward Martin**
Wilson Rush Mathews, Jr. * .
Judith Ann Moneyhon
William Buell Moore
Edna Wright Murphy .








Richard Morrow Requa * *
Wade Franklin Richardson
Julie Kathleen Richey"
Marilyn Ann Riddell* *
James Shannon Rives
Stephen Douglas Rose














• Degree awarded December 21, 1963 .


























............... . Mt. Olivet
......... Dayton
... Ft. Thomas
........... Williamson, W. Va.
............ Lexington



















..... Sidney, N. Y .
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NAME ADDRESS
Elizabeth Susan Smith Louisville
Jeanie Elizabeth Sonnefeld Wheeling, W. Va
Edwin Miller Squires" Louisville
Taylor Austin Stephens Louisville I
Frank Stephen Strobel Lexington
Richard Suchy................... .. Fox River Grove, III
Barney Allen Sutton" Louisville
William Bruce Sweeney" . Simpsonville
Ronald Clark Switzer Lexington
Thomas Tyrone Thompson * Mackville
John Carter Thurmond** Gracey ~
Thomas William Tilt ..... Paducah
William Renaker Townsend Falmouth
Bobby Joe Toy* Lexington
Ronnie Gilbert Tracy Frankfort
David Peter Tramontin* .. Lexington
Peggy Ellen True** .. .. Florence
Gerstle Leon Tucker* .. Smithtown
Patrick Lee Vaughn * .. New Castle
George Wilson Waggoner 111 .. Grayson
James Richard Wainscott" * Independence
Arthur Franklin West* * . .. Lexington
William Jonathan Whitacre, Jr. .. Louisville
James Philip Whitaker, Jr. .. Paducah
William Rayburn Whitledge Madisonville
Joseph Morton Whitmer .. Sacramento
Daniel Clay Wilson Lexington
Lister Witherspoon " Nicholasville
Beverley Lafane Wong .. Kingston, Jamaica
Wilbur Terry Woodward* . .. Owensboro
Charles Marvin Wright* .. Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 8, 1963.
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Lee Arnold . Lexington
Harold George Becker, Jr " Middletown
James Melvin Brockman . Hopkinsville
Bilty Parks Burton Henderson
Ronald Edward Calhoun . Louisville
Virginia Maxine Coldiron . Carrollton, O.
Harold Ward Cooley...... . Lexington
Bernard Joseph Fussenegger* * Louisville
Raymond Darrel Gentry :: Central City
Robert Edgar Graves Franklin
James Madison Howell . Harrodsburg
Ronald Clark Johnson Winchester
Antonios George Karambellas Maysville
Nolan Anthony Kuhn Louisville
Larry RaMartin Logan Valley Station
Jerry Leland Marcum Corbin
Harold Asher Miller Richardsville
Roger Thomas Miller Louisville
John Curtis Mills Arjay
Joe Wesley Myers Lexington
Guy Prentice O'Neal Lexington
Martin Dale Parker Flemingsburg
William Rex Parker Maysville
Myron Malcolm Pass Louisville
David Ralph Pricer Ashland
Robert Parker Rapp * . Lexington
Herschel B. Robinson 11\ Lexington
Billy Wayne Rowland* Fountain Run
William Philip Stone, Jr Central City
Laythe Edmond Sykes* * * Elkhorn City
Laura Marie Webb Lexington
Donna Jean Wilcox Princeton
David Allen Zachary...................... .. Flemingsburg
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 8, 1963 .
••• Degree awarded July 6, 1963.
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
WILLIAM R. WILLARD, Vice President and Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
NAME ADDRESS ~
S. Manuchehr Alavi Teheran, Iran
Franklen Kemal Belhasen Paintsville
Dale Winston Bennett Harlan
Joseph Raphael Bowling II New Haven
Troy Lincoln Burchett Stambaugh
Joe Clark Christian Marshall, Okla.
Marshall Allen Dawson, Jr Versailles
Claude Herman Farley, Jr Pikeville
Martin Gebrow Brooklyn, N. Y.
Richard Elmer Geist . Ashland
Charles Flint Gibbs Rochester, N. Y.
David Laird Gullett West Liberty
Thomas Willett Hagan . Louisville
Arthur Atherton Hellebusch . Lyndon
Maxwell Crooks Kimball............ . .. Cincinnati, O.
Donald William Kreutzer .. Southgate
James Michael McGowan . Paducah
Mary Elizabeth McMichael Lexington
Daniel Charles MacDougall 111 Clarksville, Ind.
William Ray Markesbery Florence
William Taylor Maxson Lexington
Donald Richard Neel . Owensboro
Michael Lee Peveler Louisvi lie
Patrick James Serey Ashland
Murph Madison Slusher .. Pineville
Wallace Bryan Sullivan . Stearns
Robert Ransom Threlkeld .. Memphis, Tenn.
Leo John Treclokas Tinley Park, 111.
Carl Weber Watson . Lexington
Barbour Duke West Covington
Ballard Dayton Wright Prestonsburg
Billy Mac Young .. Lexington
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MARCIA A. DAKE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
NAME ADDRESS
Eleanor Guylinda Cox Bailey... Coalwood, W. Va.
Donna Marie Bartley........ Pikeville
Judy Hamilton Burnett .. Georgetown
Edith Chumley* . .. .. Lexington
Glenda Lee Cox . Mannsville
Louise Bargo Duncan Lexington
Donna Hall Ensor Lexington
Norma L. Godbey.. .. Allen Park, Mich.
Emily Carole Honaker Frankfort
Susan Beth Hunter .. Hartford
Mary Theresa Kearney.. Lexington
Jeraldine Leslee Keeney Covington
Wally Jewell King .. Lexington
Elaine Viola Kiviniemi Lexington
Charlene Kitson Roberts .. Frankfort
Mary Beth Sammons. Martin
Charla Dianne Shive . Lexington
Shelley May Simcox Lexington
Svlvene O. Soickerman . Lexington
Clara Walker Thomas" Lexington
Sandra Wilson Wells Lexington
Rebecca Crissinger Williams Rebuck, Pa .
• Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
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COMMENCEMENT HONORS
GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
Joseph Lawrence Beach
Barbara Joan Bolling**













Bernice Hoey Hopkins" *
Gail Eubanks Houston
John Bela Imredy
* Degree awarded December 2', 1963 .































Anthony Joseph Datti 10*
Marshall Allen Dawson, Jr.














• Degree awarded December 21, 1963.




Arloe Wesley Mayne, Jr. *























Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing .2 higher than the three-year re-
quirement.
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS
Honors in Anthropology-Susan Wetzel Diachun
Robert Chester Dunnell
Donald Lynn Hardesty
Honors in Economics-Laura Sue Larkins"
Honors in English, Speech and Dramatic Arts-Joseph William Survant
Honors in Music-Betty Sue Griffith*
Linda Jane Pruitt
Honors in Philosophy-Eric Beard Henson
Honors in Social Work-Carol Sue Franklin
Gail Eubanks Houston
Natalie Lynn Koppelmaa
Honors in Sociology-Frank Dawson Bean, Jr.
Morgan Irving Lyons
Honors in Topical Field-Glenn C. Graber
Honors in Zoology-James Lee Congleton
Stewart Blaine Peck
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM















George William Van Cleave
Catherine Byrn Ward
* Degree awarded December 21, 1963.
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
The award is made to one man and one woman of the grad-
uating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one
other person who is not a student of the University, who need
not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall
have some interest in, association with or relation to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this




This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-
lation to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth. ....
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should




In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge mysell to the service
of God and my feflow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Board of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
